English Explorer is a motivating new four-level series for students at secondary level, with a strong international focus. It combines a communicative approach to learning English with stunning National Geographic images, video and content.

With English Explorer, students:

**EXPLORE** amazing places and fascinating cultures with National Geographic, bringing real people, real places, and real stories into the English language classroom. LEARN how to use English to communicate effectively in the real world, by developing language skills through age-appropriate print and multimedia resources.

DEVELOP critical thinking and other practical, real-world skills, including study skills and writing techniques.

**NEW LEVEL**

**FOR TEACHERS**

- Develop through age-appropriate print and multimedia resources.
- Learn how to use English to communicate effectively in the real world, by developing language skills through age-appropriate print and multimedia resources.

**FOR STUDENTS**

- Fascinating National Geographic images, video and content.
- Full colour Reading Explorer section in the Workbook.
- Interactive whiteboard CD for all levels.

Each unit contains:

- Student’s Book
- Student’s Multi-ROM
- Grammar Explorer
- Vocabulary Explorer
- Reading Explorer
- Video worksheets
- Module Review
- Grammar Practice
- Vocabulary lists
- Reading Explorer

Projects – provide multi-modal learning opportunities

Culture sections and dedicated CLIL sections in every unit – cover science and technology, nature, history, and geography

**Workbook with Audio CD**

- 8 pages of grammar, vocabulary and skills practice per unit
- Additional Grammar Practice pages per unit
- 2 Bonus pages every five units
- Access to Online Explorer – full online version of the Student’s Book
- Vocabulary lists
- Audio CD

English Explorer has been developed through an exclusive partnership between Heinle, a part of Cengage Learning, and National Geographic.
EXPLORE
amazing places and fascinating cultures with National Geographic, bringing real people, real places, and real stories into the English language classroom.

LEARN
how to use English to communicate effectively in the real world, by developing language skills through age-appropriate print and multimedia resources.

DEVELOP
critical thinking and other practical, real-world skills, including study skills and writing techniques.

IN EVERY UNIT...
Unit openers feature stunning National Geographic photographs of real people, places and situations

Lesson A presents and practises target vocabulary and grammar for the unit

Lesson B focuses on skills work, and the presentation and practice of additional grammar

Lesson C provides practice with productive skills - speaking and writing, and pronunciation

Lesson D introduces school subjects through English, with cross-cultural content

TRUE STORIES, PROJECTS AND REVIEWS
True Stories every two units contain adapted National Geographic material and tell the stories of real life people and events from around the world

Projects after every one unit focus on aspects of school and reinforce the target language covered in previous units.

AND AT THE BACK OF THE BOOK...
Video Worksheets with videos introduce real life content and provide practice of skills covered in previous units

Grammar Explorer - where the target language for the unit is summarised and consolidated

Writing Explorer where the target language for the next unit is introduced and practice provided

Vocabulary Explorer collects the target vocabulary for the unit in a picture-dictionary format with extra practice activities. In levels 3 & 4 the Working with Words section develops vocabulary further

Useful Expressions from the dialogue are presented together and support the speaking practice

Pronunciation focuses on individual sounds, rhythm, intonation and stress

Video Worksheets with activities accompanying the National Geographic video on the CD-ROM and Class DVD. There is a video clip for each unit of the Student’s Book

ViDEO wORKSHEETs ACtIVITIES FOR THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC VIDEO ON THE CD-ROM AND CLASS DVD.